Complexity of olfactory lateralization processes revealed by functional imaging: a review.
Currently available techniques used in neurosciences and particularly cerebral imaging are contributing to a better understanding of human perception and the treatment of sensorial information. In this field, the chemical senses (taste and smell) have received little attention when compared with the auditory, visual and tactile senses. Nevertheless, recent research has been trying to overcome this. Brain regions involved in the processing of olfactory information have been investigated in several studies including a large number dealing with the question of lateralization. However, functional asymmetry in olfaction has still not been resolved and the resulting data have not been homogeneous. In this field, the contribution of cerebral imaging studies is very important insofar as it shows that the processes of functional lateralization in olfaction depend on many factors (nature of stimulus, nature of task, characteristics of subjects ...) that future research will have to consider.